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Abstract. 
Since the early 2000’s cultural nationalism has a strong presence in the discourse of some Dutch political 
parties. While mostly associated with the far right, the past years cultural nationalist discourse has 
become mainstream. Under influence of public opinion other parties have started using it as well. As 
cultural nationalism is has an exclusive nature, this can be potentially harmful to groups in society. In 
this thesis the swing towards cultural nationalist discourse by the reaction of two centre parties formerly 
not associated with cultural nationalist discourse on law initiatives linked to Dutch culture, tradition, 
and identity will be examined. The initiatives, the Burqa Ban and the Black Pete law were both proposed 
by the PVV to protect Dutch culture. The parties used are the Dutch social democrats, the PvdA, and 
the Dutch liberals, the VVD. 
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1. Introduction 
In January 2017, just prior to the national elections (Second Chamber elections), the Dutch Prime 
Minister and frontman of the Dutch liberals (VVD) published a letter in which he asked people to ‘act 
normally’ (“Normaal. Doen”). In the letter he referred to spitting on bus drivers, gay people and women 
feeling unsafe, or people calling “normal Ducth people racists”. He asked all people in the Netherlands 
to cooperate and come together to fight for and cherish the beautiful country the Netherlands is. His 
letter was aimed at “people coming to our country to stink it up and not adhere to Dutch values, 
separating ‘normal Dutch people’ from ‘other’ Dutch people and foreigners (Rutte 2017). The letter is 
seen as a definitive move towards extremely nationalist sentiments that had re-surfaced in Dutch politics. 
Rutte caused a stir with a statement in the letter that people should adjust to the Dutch values and norms 
or should leave the country (Korteweg 2017). Referring directly to nationalist and anti-foreigner 
sentiments many people both in- and outside the party were outraged and it marked a definitive turn 
from their open and liberal character (Witteveen 2017).  
 These nationalist outings from a classical liberal party, from a country known for its tolerance 
and openness, stand for a change in the last twenty years. The nationalism mentioned above is better 
known as cultural nationalism. This form of nationalism is based on history and identity of citizens in a 
nation (Woods et al. 2016). It is opposed to civic nationalism, which stands for equality and rights for 
all citizens within a state (Hutchinson 2016). The emergence of cultural nationalist discourse in 
mainstream Dutch politics and society started with Dutch politician Pim Fortuyn, who in 1997 wrote 
the book Tegen Islamisering van Onze Cultuur (Against Islamization of Our Culture). In this influential 
book he stated that Islam was a danger to Dutch traditional values and therefore to the Dutch nation 
(Fortuyn 1997). The rise of Pim Fortuyn’s party Lijst Pim Fortuyn (LPF) in 2001-2002 signalled the 
emergence of cultural nationalism in Dutch mainstream politics (Kesic & Duyvendak 2016). Earlier 
Dutch politicians that were critical of immigrants or worried about traditional Dutch culture in the 
1980’s and early 1990’s were set aside as ‘fascists’ or even ‘(neo-)Nazi’s’ (like Hans Janmaat and his 
Centrum Partij). Marginalized by other politicians and the public they disappeared from the political 
podium without gaining prominence (Mudde 2002).  
Yet, it was from the time of Pim Fortuyn that cultural nationalist issues and politicians were 
there to stay (Kesic & Duyvendak 2016). In Dutch society too, harsh critics on multiculturalism, Islam, 
and fading Dutch traditions from the likes of director Theo van Gogh, comedian Hans Teeuwen, and 
writers Leon de Winter and Theodor Holman reached mainstream media and caused fierce debate in 
every layer of society from the second half of the first decade of the 2000’s (Carle 2006). The public 
outrage caused by the murder of Theo van Gogh in the name of the Islam caused a shift in public opinion, 
as statements about religion, ethnicity, and culture, previously deemed racist or even neo-fascist, now 
became part of debates in the mainstream media, like big newspapers, national television and their most 
watched talk shows (Carle 2006). After the formation of Geert Wilders’ Partij Voor de Vrijheid (PVV) 
in 2005 cultural nationalist standpoints got definitively anchored in the highest echelon of Dutch politics, 
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the Second Chamber. Cultural nationalist issues have become increasingly important in politicians and 
political parties’ discourse (Kesic & Duyvendak 2019). Most notably these issues compromise the 
multicultural society, Dutch traditions, and the discussion on immigration and the role of Islam in Dutch 
society. 
This swing to cultural nationalist discourse is (possibly) creating an increasingly hostile 
environment for minorities in Dutch society and it affects the values the Dutch always prided themselves 
for: tolerance, (individual) liberty, and multiculturalism (d’Haenens & Bink 2006). Also, cultural 
nationalism is exclusive in its core, undermining the foundations of the Dutch plural democracy, in 
which there is, and should be a voice for every group (Van Reekum 2012). This problem would be of 
lesser relevance if it concerned a very small, isolated group of extremists in society. Yet, the discourse 
of exclusion is growing not just in small extremist circles but also in the mainstream outlets of politics, 
with parties not associated with such discourse and in society (Kesic & Duyvendak 2016; Oudenampsen 
2013). The Netherlands therefore makes an interesting case in how a forerunner of liberty, equality, and 
freedom experiences an identity crisis, and sees its own cornerstones of inclusion being used in in 
exclusionary discourse.  
In this thesis I will look at this swing towards cultural nationalist discourse in Dutch political 
debate. As Adams et al. (2004) state, when the public opinion shifts towards an extreme (either left or 
right on the political spectrum), middle parties are forced to come along with that movement (Adams et 
al. 2004). This because of the influence it has on public opinion and public opinion in its turn influences 
political parties (Schwarzbözl et al 2019). To illustrate the changes over the years I have picked two law 
initiatives representing cultural nationalist debates that are ongoing for several years in society as well 
as the Second Chamber and the reaction of these parties to the proposals in debates, and outings by party 
officials in the media, and manifestoes. Through these data I will look at the influence of cultural 
nationalism on two large political parties (the Partij van de Arbeid (PvdA) & the Volkspartij voor 
Vrijheid en Democratie (VVD)) formerly not associated with cultural nationalist discourse. My research 
question therefore is ‘What has been the influence of cultural nationalism on the PvdA and VVD’s 
discourse?”
 
 
2. Theory. 
The definition of cultural nationalism used in this thesis can be found in the article by Woods et al. 
(2016). They set cultural nationalism out as a vision of the nations’ history, identity, and future (Woods 
et al. 2016, p. 1). Concepts like ‘history’ and ‘identity’ are extensively covered, but most in line with 
this thesis are the works of British historians Hobsbawm & Ranger (1983) on invented traditions and 
British historian Anthony Smith (1991) on national identity. Invented traditions for political parties 
using cultural nationalist discourse constantly refer to historic traditions, symbols, and symbolism. The 
work of Smith (1991, p. 10) because it is about identity, which is formed by shared values and traditions 
in a community. This is useful to the definition because the values that form the ‘Dutch identity’ are 
often cited by parties. Future then relates to the arguments made by cultural nationalists regarding their 
favoured Dutch nation state. Future refers mostly, and contradictively, to the perseveration and 
continuation of old, conservative national tradition and values (Pels 2005). The future is formed by a 
cultural ‘utopia’, where all cherished traditions and values stay the same. 
Adding to history and identity, British sociologist and historian John Hutchinson (2016, p. 76), 
stated that essential to cultural nationalism is the idea that a nation’s distinctive culture and identity are 
threatened by a foreign entity. Cultural nationalism thrives by education, teaching the people of a nation 
of its history, hero’s, triumphs, and losses, creating a feeling of connectedness (Hutchinson 2016). It is 
therefore, in every form, always in conflict with foreign influences, most notably immigrants for they 
are the incarnate version of foreign influence and everything that comes with it (Osterhammer 2016). 
To understand what those traditions and values and threats are, I will elaborate in the next paragraphs.  
The term ‘invented traditions’ was first coined in Hobsbawm’ and Ranger’s book The Invention 
of Tradition (1983). They state that tradition, which we see as ‘ancient’ and unchangeable, are in fact 
quite recent inventions (Hobsbawm & Ranger 1983, pp. 1, 2). Traditions can change, but there are 
limitations to these changes. They can only take form within the cadres of the traditions’ history and 
context and must be compatible or even almost identical with the status quo (Hobsbawm & Ranger 
1983). There are three (overlapping) forms of invented traditions. Firstly, there are invented traditions 
that establish social cohesion in groups or communities. Examples are national flags, national anthems, 
and a historical canon of the nation’s people. Second, there are those legitimizing institutions, status, or 
authority. Examples are governmental buildings, statues to heroes of the nation, and military parades. 
Third, there are those whose purpose was socializations, the creation of (a) certain set(s) of belief(s). 
Examples here are national holidays, festivities, or remembrance days and the same education for all 
children  (Hobsbawm & Ranger, 1983).  
The invention of symbols, traditions, typical national festivities, monuments, and hero’s was 
crucial to the nation state’s establishment and survival. On the other hand it caused hostile nationalism 
and seclusions towards groups, or outside threats as Hutchinson (2016) called them, that were not 
included in the nation state. Most of those traditions, monuments, and typical national values, were 
established, at least formally, in the nineteenth and (early) twentieth century (Hobsbawm & Ranger 
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1983). In the Dutch case important periods in history that formed Dutch nationhood were the battle for 
independence with the Spanish kings of the 16th and 17th century, the subsequent Golden Age (1600-
1700) and its free thinkers in the free and flourishing cities, and the later Dutch maritime empire (Van 
den Berge 2018).  
Although scholars see typical Dutch traditions and historical heroes as invented traditions and 
instruments to create a Dutch nation, political parties present them as ever present parts of the Dutch 
nation (Van Reekum 2012). Directly falling back on the Golden Age, the tradition of tolerance set out 
since 17th century thinkers Spinoza and Grotius, and the articles of the Unie van Utrecht (1579) and the 
Plakkaat van Verlatinghe (1581) in which the Dutch declared national sovereignty and personal freedom 
(Mijnhardt 2014). Yet, what they overlook is that many of the national heroes of the Golden Age, now 
remembered and honoured in school books, with statues, street names, national prizes, and in national 
museums, were made heroes as part of an anti-Catholic nation-building effort in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century (Hagen 2016). The protestant majority in the north (above the rivers Maas and Rijn), 
with Holland and Zeeland being the richest and most prominent provinces in the Golden Age, created a 
discourse in which enlightened protestants and some assimilated Jews had made the nation as great as 
it was, side-lining the Catholics (Hagen 2016).  
National identity is a much debated and controversial concept. In this thesis I go with the 
definition that Smith gives in his book National Identity (1991). He breaks down national identity in 
three aspects. Firstly, a shared political community with equal rights for every member, much like the 
Western notion of civic nationalism. This means institutions and laws within a sovereign homeland. 
Secondly, the idea of a patria, a community of laws and institutions with a single will and purpose. 
Thirdly, the inhabitants of the community must share common culture, values and aspirations. These 
three factors bind a community on a land to a nation in its homeland with a national identity (Smith 199, 
pp. 9-11). Given these three aspects Smith (1991) gives, one can argue that (Western-) Europe has a 
‘national identity’ as well. Although many parties that have a cultural nationalist character are EU 
sceptic, they are proud of common European culture.  
While this shared European identity is heavily debated, most scholars agree on some universal 
characteristics. Western-Europeans share (relative) individual freedom from state and church early in 
their history, gradual state and nation building, the intellectual legacy of the Scientific Revolution and 
Enlightenment, and the later political ideologies of the French Revolution (Martinelli 2017). Shared 
language or bonds of kinship, race, or lineage, that play large roles in cultural nationalism in other parts 
of the world, are negligible in Western-Europe (Martinelli 2017). This goes for Dutch cultural 
nationalism as well, in which the legacy of secularism, science, and freedom is more important than race 
or ties of kinship.  
Common values that form Dutch identity are historically formed by freedom of speech, 
tolerance, individual freedom, and civic culture (Kurth & Glasbergen 2017). The Netherlands was seen 
as a exponent of liberalism, because of its neutral stance towards other cultures, individual development 
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and autonomy, and secularism (Kurth & Glasbergen 2017). Kesic & Duyvendak (2016, p. 583) also 
mention the Dutch disdain for nationalism, calling it ‘anti-nationalist nationalism’, where the Dutch 
praise themselves for being nation that is not exclusionary nationalist but tolerant and inclusive towards 
all cultures. Since the early 2000’s that saw the anchoring of cultural nationalism in politics and public 
discourse, typical Dutch values are being incorporated in broader Dutch national culture. Liberty, 
equality, tolerance, and civic culture have thus become cultural nationalist values to distinct the Dutch 
from other, foreign cultures. Those antagonistic cultures are collective, intolerant, strictly hierarchal, 
and/or entwined in (religious) superstition, which are unsuitable values to exist in the Netherlands 
according to critics (Van Reekum 2012). 
As stated before, cultural nationalist issues are posed on the right wing of the political spectrum. 
Yet, as there are many definitions of the ‘left–right scale’ it is important to define the scale that will be 
used in this thesis. While the post-World War II notion of the left–right scale was one of economic 
terms, in the form of liberalism versus socialism. This single dimension model became insufficient from 
the 1980’s when parties began to affiliate with post-materialist issues, such as environment, human 
rights, and culture, and old contrasts became more diffuse (Jahn 2010). As in Western-Europe cultural 
and economic dimensions emerged alongside one another, parties became harder to place definitively 
on the scale. For example, the PVV is (far) right on cultural issues yet identifies with left wing social 
issues (more spending on health care, lowering of the retirement age, social welfare (for native Dutch 
people)) and anti-elitism (Veul et al. 2016). Some indicators can be distinguished throughout the left – 
right scale. On the cultural dimension, which is most important for this thesis, the far right wing is 
associated with national homogeneity, EU skepticism (yet proud of the mentioned above shared 
‘European culture’), anti-immigration stances, traditionalism and social conservatism, and national 
sovereignty (Halikiopoulou 2018).  
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3. Literature Review. 
Cultural nationalism in politics is countlessly covered in works since the late-eighteenth century nation 
building ‘projects’ began (Hutchinson 2016). In the last decades much was written on the connection 
between cultural nationalism and far right parties. As stated before in the theory, cultural nationalist 
discourse is mostly outed by (far) right wing parties. This too goes for the Dutch case, where PVV sees 
itself as staunch defender of Dutch traditions and values (Boersema 2019). With their electoral success 
largely based on cultural issues they lured away voters from every part of the electoral spectrum (Kesic 
& Duyvendak 2019). While this thesis is not about the influence of far right parties on center parties, 
for the far right is more comprehensive than just cultural nationalist issues, their dealings with and usage 
of these issues is a large explanation of their success (Kesic & Duyvendak 2019). This success lies in 
bending the public opinion intro framing cultural nationalist discourse as threats to the nation (for 
example the refugee crisis as a threat to the safety of the nation) (Kesic & Duyvendak 2019) 
As stated in the Introduction, according to Adams et al. (2006) when the public opinion goes to 
either one of the political extremes, the other parties shift towards their discourse. Public opinion is the 
reaction of the people to politics, the proposition, execution, or implications of policy all contribute 
(Cohen 2006). Even the proposition, although the proposal might not be feasible at all, can thus change 
the public opinion to your beneficial or detriment. Under this pressure, according to Adams et al. (2004), 
parties would change their position in manifestoes and subsequent stance in debates. For example, when 
the public opinion shifts towards the far left, most parties shift (a little) towards that part of the spectrum. 
With an established shift towards the (far) right happening in the Netherlands, it should according to 
this research, also be happening in the Netherlands. While this does not mean that all parties shift 
towards the far right, they will start using (parts of) its discourse.   
Political Scientist David Art (2013) states that political cultural nationalism in Western-Europe 
is about national identity, and more specific who is part of the nation and who is not based on the Western 
cultural values and beliefs people have. This is opposed to, for example, American cultural nationalism 
where the issues are more on (the protection of ) gun control, abortion, illegal migration, and capitalism 
(as opposed to socialism) to see who is part of the nation and who is not (Art 2013). In Western-Europe, 
political parties using cultural nationalist discourse point out to the threat foreigners pose to national 
cultural and unity (Art 2013). In the in the Dutch case this ‘foreign threat’ is mainly formed by migrants 
that ‘do not want to integrate’ (e.g. Moroccan youths that cause trouble in the streets, migrants not 
learning the Dutch language) and Muslim migrants. This because Islam is seen by many Dutch people 
as an intolerant and violent religion (Kesic & Duyvendak 2016; Kurth & Glasbergen 2017). In 2018 
PVV’s founder Wilders and member Machiel de Graaf  even proposed a motion in parliament to 
acknowledge the Islam as ‘inherently violent, radical, and extremist’ (Wilders & De Graaf, 2017-2018, 
Kamerstuk 29754).   
Non-Western migrants and their offspring mostly belong to the lower social classes, live 
together in poor neighbourhoods in the big Randstad cities (Amsterdam, Den Haag, Rotterdam & 
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Utrecht), and cling strongly to their communities and the culture and traditions of their motherland, 
largely segregating themselves from ethnic Dutch people (Carle 2006). However, Islam and the non-
Western migrant community as a whole are all seen as threats, regardless of their ethnicity (Van Reekum 
2012). Although Moroccans and lately Syrians due to their influx because of the Syrian Civil War have 
been targeted by politicians, the broader debate is more about migrants (and the presumption that they 
do not want to integrate) and Islam than a/some specific ethnic group(s) versus the ethnic Dutch (Van 
Reekum 2016).   
The same as stated in the two paragraphs above goes for other west-European nations such as 
Belgium, France, Sweden, and Germany that also have a significant non-Western minorities. As in the 
Dutch case, those migrants are from former colonies, guest workers and their offspring, and/or migrants 
from developing countries or conflict areas (Andersson et al. 2018). In these countries non-Western 
minorities, and especially Muslims, also generally sticking together in the large cities’ lesser 
neighbourhoods. This communities of migrants and their offspring have their own schools, shops, social 
institutions and sometimes even political parties. They are mostly targeted by  parties that use culture 
critiques to exclude them (Lochocki 2018). All of the European countries mentioned above have laws 
on face covers, specifically mentioning burqa’s and niqabs, with the Netherlands being the last to 
implement one. Belgium that also has the Saint Nicholas celebration transitioned to a fest without Black 
Pete earlier and without the noise it causes in the Netherlands (Kras 2018). 
In recent years, there has been given much attention to the rise of the ‘new’ far right aligning 
their selves with cultural nationalist ideas. Most research focusses on immigration and migrant 
(offspring) communities as pictured in the paragraphs above and the far right. Immigration and migrant 
(offspring) communities are framed as a threat to the nation’s identity, values, and culture (Gidron & 
Ziblatt, 2019). Caiani (2018) & Gidron & Ziblatt (2019) argue that, much like Adams et al.’s (2004) 
theory on public opinion shifts, centre parties come along with popular nationalist sentiments. Caiani 
(2018) argues that the current success of cultural nationalism is in the mobilization of both 
disenfranchised and ‘ordinary’ people to save or fight for their nations’ values and traditions (like 
Rutte’s 2017 “Act normally” letter). The values of history, identity, and belonging are crucial in giving 
people a noble goal (Caiani 2018). Combining cultural nationalism with classical left wing economic 
stances like affordable housing and healthcare and social safety nets for ‘the people’ (meaning the 
natives of the country) became a popular formula throughout Western-Europe (Eger & Valdez 2015). 
Seeing the success of far right parties using this discourse of culture and economy, other parties started 
using (parts of) its discourse as well (Eger & Valdez 2015).  
The VVD was economically the most right wing party in the Netherlands, while being center 
right on cultural issues. Although it was not an outspoken ally of immigration, it was less because of 
cultural reasons but more because of economic reasons (asylum seekers only cost the state, they take 
jobs etc.) (Oudenampsen 2018). The VVD was, for a long time, economically right wing but on 
sociocultural aspects very progressive due to its anti-religious morality. This began to change with the 
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rise of the LPF and PVV, with Wilders being a dissatisfied ex- member of the VVD (Oudenampsen 
2018). In recent years, under pressure of the PVV’s culturally conservative stance and success in both 
polls and elections, the VVD became more and more cultural conservative and nationalist following the 
PVV discourse of fear of losing the nations’ identity and traditions (Oudenampsen 2018). 
The centre left are affected by the working class appeal of parties proposing conservative and 
(protective) nationalist solutions to their perceived problems. For example, the excesses of neoliberalism 
can be blamed on foreign people (refugees) taking people’s jobs and housing (Gidron & Ziblatt 2019; 
Halikiopoulou 2012). For a party like the PvdA this poses a serious threat. They followed the discourse 
of cultural nationalist outings as well according to Pellikaan et al. (2007) & Oudenampsen (2018). After 
the initial success of Fortuyn’s LPF in the early 2000’s the PvdA, in panic, suddenly made the first move 
towards a more right wing programme (Pellikaan et al. 2007). According to both Pellikaan et al. (2007)  
and Oudenampsen (2018) this marked the start of the PvdA looking more and more to the right on issues 
like multi-culturalism and native Dutch versus ‘foreigners’.    
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4. Case selection & Method. 
In this thesis I use a qualitative approach for a single case study on cultural nationalism in Dutch politics. 
Using two parties, formerly not associated with cultural nationalist discourse to establish the influence 
cultural nationalism currently has on political parties. Backing this up, I use Adams et al.’s (2004) 
argument on public opinion and political discourse. They state that when public opinion goes in a certain 
more extreme direction, most parties shift more towards that direction. With cultural nationalism being 
used more and more by popular right wing parties, other parties should follow according to their 
research. In this thesis I will therefore argue that under the influence of the success of cultural nationalist 
discourse in Dutch politics, parties formerly not associated with cultural nationalist discourse will use it 
now. 
As stated before, I picked two parties formerly not associated with cultural nationalist discourse 
but presently using it as common jargon despite the political legacy of their party. Formerly here means 
before the start of the 2000’s, with the electoral successes of the LPF and PVV. Although there are more 
possible parties to choose from, the PvdA and VVD are part of the ‘big three of Dutch Politics’ (with 
the Christen Democrats CDA) and represent the centre of the left and right wing in Dutch politics (Van 
Holsteyn 2010). The PvdA, a party with historically many Turkish and Moroccan voters, too took a turn 
from social democratic defenders of multiculturalism to social democratic defenders of Dutch values 
and traditions. Instead of being an opposing voice to cultural nationalism from the right wing, they went 
along with protective nationalism (Witteveen 2017). Indicative Former party leader Diederik Samsom 
stated in 2011 that Moroccan youths causing nuisance in the streets had an ‘ethnic monopoly’ on trouble. 
The classical liberals of the VVD ran their 2012 and especially 2017 campaign on the publics’ fear for 
losing Dutch values and traditions. The Islam and non-Western immigrants were blamed for eroding 
Dutch traditions and values, a role previously taken by the PVV (Witteveen 2017).  
The case of the Netherlands is interesting because of the changes in the political sphere 
regarding Dutch cultural issues that have taken place since the emergence of Pim Fortuyn’s open critique 
on multiculturalism and stance for Dutch culture at the beginning of the 2000’s. Causing a swing towards 
cultural nationalism in the second decade of the 2000’s, with both public and political parties getting 
influenced by cultural nationalist discourse. Also, the Dutch case is seen as an example of how a country 
famous for its anti-nationalist nationalism, or its openness and tolerance, can slide into strong cultural 
nationalist sentiments (Van Reekum 2012).  
This research will be done through a discourse analyses. Discourse analyses is useful in 
dissecting and comparing party manifestoes, stances in debates, and media statements by party officials 
related on cultural nationalist proposal initiatives. I use discourse analysis to analyse the senior party 
members’ (Dutch members of parliament) cultural nationalist discourse both in parliament and in public 
statements on their websites and in the media, such as newspapers (retrieved online) on national issues. 
The discourse members of parliament use with certain proposal initiative or in responding to their 
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colleagues in debates is representative for their parties’ discourse on an issue. This because they are in 
a position in the party directly involved in the national political debate.  
I picked two law initiatives throughout the past 13 years, as these moments were symbolic for 
the cultural nationalist tendencies. The initiatives I have chosen are both (initial) PVV proposals, aimed 
at the protection of Dutch identity. Firstly, the ban on face covers, publicly known as the Burqa Ban 
(2007 - 2016) which led to a ban in 2018 (although it was voted in as in broader account of face covering 
headwear by VVD and PvdA). Secondly, the law initiative on the colour of Black Pete (2014 – 2017). I 
will look at used discourse of the party, both in their election manifestoes over the years, and in the 
reactions members of the party in parliament and media on the typical Dutch history and values, as 
stated in the theory section, and the threats to them. 
I look at the 2012 election manifestoes for the Burqa Ban and the manifestoes of the 2012 and 
2017 elections on the Black Pete initiative. This because the definitive Burqa Ban (2016) was already 
voted in by the Second Chamber before the 2017 elections. The parts of the manifesto used for this 
thesis are the parts about discrimination and integration for the Burqa Ban and discrimination and 
racism, as they are important aspects in the Black Pete initiative law. By just looking manifestoes the 
picture is too narrow therefore I use media statements, and debates because the stances in the manifestoes 
sometimes differs from the political reality (Schwarzbözl et al. 2019). In the Discussion paragraphs a 
more elaborate link between the proposals and cultural nationalism will be established. What both 
proposals have in common is that they both represent issues that are divisive in both Dutch politics and 
society and on which public opinion is thus equally strong divided.   
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5. Analysis. 
a. Initiative proposal to ban burqa’s and niqabs from the public space (The Burqa Ban) (2007-
2016). 
In 2007 the PVV proposed its first law initiative in consideration to Dutch culture. PVV frontman Geert 
Wilders and member of parliament Sietse Fritsma drafted the proposal, after a motion on face covers by 
Wilders in 2005 in the Second Chamber was adopted. Because, according to the drafters, nothing had 
been done since, they decided to draft a law themselves. In the proposal they stated that the burqa and 
niqab should disappear from public spaces because both are perpendicular to modern Western values, a 
threat to the democratic legal order, opposing the integration of women, and are threatening to the public 
order and safety (Wilders & Fritsma, 2006-2007, Kamerstuk 31108). Although this initiative proposal 
was legally not feasible, burqas and niqabs are forbidden in public spaces in the Netherlands as of August 
1st 2019. This ban is not as narrow as proposed in 2006, also including a ban on wearing balaclavas and 
motor helmets in public places to extent the law to all headcovers that hide the face (Plasterk, 2015-
2016, Kamerstuk 34349). Yet in the media, the law is always referred to as ‘the Burqa Ban’ and the 
PVV initiative is seen as the first major foundation of the law.   
 The final draft was initiated after the 2012 coalition agreement between VVD and PvdA on face 
covering headcovers. PvdA Minister of Interior Ronald Plasterk was therefore obliged to draft the law 
in 2015. In the explanatory statement of Plasterk’s bill, Wilders’ 2005 motion was stated as the event 
that started the process. The 2006 initiative law was not possible due to possible human rights violations 
and discriminatory laws so the proposal was cancelled. In 2010 the newly formed cabinet (VVD & 
CDA) did not yet dare to implement the ban, yet they investigated the possibility to ban government 
officials from wearing face covers. Under growing pressure of the public opinion that wanted the burqa 
out of public places, the overall ban was included in the 2012 coalition agreement by VVD and PvdA. 
The PvdA wanted the ‘sharp edges’ of the proposal that had to be drafted one of their own ministers, 
stretching the ban to all face covers (Plasterk, 2015-2016, Kamerstuk 34349). Although the ban includes 
all face covers, the media still keeps referring to it as the ‘Burqa Ban’.  
 The PvdA was divided over the question if the burqa and niqab were indeed symbols of 
oppression and gender inequality or that the burqa and niqab were part of religious freedoms and 
women’s own choice to wear one. In their 2012 manifesto, right before being elected into a governing 
party, the PvdA stated to be opposed to a burqa ban and wanted to make everybody, from all religions 
and parts of the world, feel welcome. Yet, they also stressed the importance of emancipation and 
individual freedom for women. The ban was opposed to religious freedom and should only be 
implemented in schools and public transport (PvdA 2012).  
 On the initial proposal by Wilders and Fritsma the PvdA fraction reacted reservedly. In a Second 
Chamber commission on the subject they stated that they supported a partial ban on face covering 
headcovers in public buildings like hospitals, airports, and schools. Also, unemployment benefits should 
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be shorted when a woman should refuse to take of the burqa or niqab for a job (interview). Yet, they 
were more in favour of a culture change than a ban, that would endanger freedom of religion. By 
changing the strict Islamic culture, bettering the position of Islamic women, and to remain in dialogue 
on the undesirability of the burqa and niqab, the women themselves should reject their burqa’s (Verslag, 
2007-2008, Kamerstuk 31108).  
In 2016, at the plenary debate on the law by their own minister Plasterk, D66 (Liberal 
Democrats) member Koser Kaya attacked the PvdA for being inconsistent about their initial statements 
on emancipation of Islamic women by either dialogue or a ban. The reaction came from PvdA member 
of parliament Jeroen Recourt suddenly stating that  emancipation should be seen apart from this bill and 
that the PvdA was a protagonist of  emancipation. Later in the debate Recourt attacked left wing 
concurrent GroenLinks (Green left) by stating that they defended the freedom of religion too much and 
in doing so hindered emancipation they always stood for.  
This because Groenlinks member of parliament Linda Voortman attacked the PvdA on their 
inconsistencies and the sudden need for a burqa ban by this coalition while the previous proposals by 
Wilders and VVD member Henk Kamp did not make it. She asked the Second Chamber, and the PvdA 
in particular, if minister Plasterk was pursuing this law “just because it is convenient now” and if  it was 
“(…) to appeal voters with a discriminatory law for Muslim women” (Kamerdebat November 23th 2016, 
p. 26711). Also she called the law divisive and said that in earlier times the PvdA would have stood with 
GroenLinks in opposing a discriminatory governmental ban on a proposal compromising religious 
freedom (Kamerdebat November 23th 2016).  
 While VVD member of parliament Henk Kamp proposed a similar law on the ban of face 
covering headcovers, it only included public buildings therefore it was less comprehensive approach to 
a ban. Kamp wrote a note on the “intrusive presence” of the Islam in Dutch society, calling for a ban on 
the call to prayer, ban on face covers in public buildings, and a ban on forced marriages (Kamp, 2008, 
p. 1). While “the intrusive presence of Islam” sounded hard, nothing was ever done with the note and it 
was criticized by electoral concurrent Wilders for being “a politically correct ‘rimram’ full of Wikipedia 
facts and with no solution to the real problems” (Wilders 2008).  
 The VVD was an early supporter of the ban, given Henk Kamp’s proposal on face covers in 
2008. The 2010 minority coalition of VVD and the Christen Democrats (CDA) with support from the 
PVV, had according to the explanatory memorandum, included uniform laws and regulations of face 
covers in public places in the coalition agreement (Plasterk, 2015-2016, Kamerstuk 34349). Yet, the 
minority coalition fell only two years later. Their support for the ban from the first proposal by the PVV 
to the 2016 debate on the actual law has changed in tone in a more cultural nationalist way.  
The VVD fraction wrote in a reaction on the Wilders-Fritsma initiative that they agreed on the 
notion that burqa’s and niqab’s are not compatible with Dutch values and norms but that public safety 
was most important and therefore all face covering headcovers should be banned. By doing so, there 
would be no discrimination on religious grounds (Verslag, 2007-2008, Kamerstuk 31108). In their 2012 
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election manifesto the VVD only states in one brief sentences that is a proponent of a law that bans face 
covers without explicitly stating which items, not linking it to Dutch culture or identity (VVD 2012).  
In the 2016 debate VVD member of parliament Malik Azmani mentioned public safety again 
by mentioning balaclava’s and motor helmets as well, yet in the debate the focus was more on the role 
of the burqa in Dutch society and how it is opposed to classical Dutch values like tolerance, individual 
freedom, and secularism (Kamerdebat November 23th 2016). In his examples on possible security 
situations Azmani tried to talk around the obvious burqa situations. In reaction to Azmani’s examples 
of helmets and balaclava’s, ChristenUnie (Christian Union) member Carola Schouten pointed out the 
VVD’s “true agenda” by stating [translated]: 
 “To be very straightforward: I cannot imagine that there are parents who were used to 
 bringing their children to school with a full-face helmet or a balaclava. In practice, it will 
 therefore mainly be about the approximately 400 women in the Netherlands who wear niqabs. 
 This debate affects their lives, but it is also about the character of our society, about who we 
 are, what our manners are and whether we are prepared to stand up for them.” (Kamerdebat, 
 November 23th 2016, p. 2674) 
Azmani’s final statement in the debate on the law then combined public safety and individual security 
with the fact that refusing to remove a face cover for whatever reason is not how Dutch people should 
interact. The VVD backed the proposal of their coalition partners’ minister and used combined discourse 
of cultural nationalism but mostly public safety to comply under the pressure of the anti-Islam public 
opinion.   
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b. Initiative proposal for the protection of the tradition of Saint Nicholas and Black Pete 
(Black Pete law) (2014 – 2017). 
This initiative proposal, like the Burqa Ban, started as a motion in the Second Chamber in 2013 by 
Wilders and PVV member of parliament Martin Bosma. In this proposal the PVV stated that when Saint-
Nicholas traditionally enters the Netherlands on a steamboat, his helpers the Black Petes should be 
painted black, wearing colourful knickerbockers and costume with a coloured hat with feather on his 
head. Only when these traditions were honoured public institutions could get licenses and funding for 
their Saint Nicholas entry or Saint Nicholas festivities (Wilders & Bosma, 2014-2015, Kamerstuk 
34078) . The proposal was voted down in 2017, with several governmental institutions declaring they 
did not have nor want any saying in the celebration of a national folk fest.  
The motion and subsequent law initiative were a reaction to the growing controversy in the last 
decade surrounding Black Pete. Critics, most notable black activists like Quincy Gario and Jeffrey 
Affriyie and anti-racist BIJ1 leader Sylvana Simons, called out against the racist caricature Black Pete 
is to them and the black community. A 2013 United Nations workgroup headed by Jamaican academic 
Verene Shepherd published a report which stated that Black Pete was a backward tradition that kept the 
colonial past alive in a negative manner, launching it definitely into Dutch politics. In the debate 
following the proposal initiative, all parties spoke out against the initiative.  
During the debate the only PvdA member of parliament that spoke was Joyce Vermue. She 
started her speech with the changes she had seen in primary sources regarding Saint Nicholas and Black 
Pete in the last fifty years, yet she had never seen a discussion this tense. She pointed the two sides of 
the debate out: on the one hand people feel not welcome and racially abused by the tradition, on the 
other hand people feel like they are losing their traditions and culture. People on both sides feel that they 
are not heard in the debate. Vermue concluded with the notion that the PvdA sees nothing in a law that 
prescribes how Black Pete should look, it  does not fit an inclusive society where everyone is welcome. 
The debate should be kept in society, not in the law making process (Kamerdebat February 16th 2017).  
 The PvdA came, after the elections, with a brief statement on their website, not explicitly 
speaking out against Black Pete. As many other parties and members parliament they stated that it was 
a feast for children, that should not be disturbed by polarizing and discriminatory statements (PvdA 
2017). This is even more salient because in both the 2012 and 2017 PvdA manifesto they explicitly 
stated that they wanted to combat the feelings of discriminatory disadvantage, generalizations, and 
disqualifications for people of colour in Dutch society (PvdA 2012; PvdA 2017).  
 Although not being a member of parliament, a member of the municipal council fraction of the 
PvdA Amsterdam and woman of colour herself, Peggy Burke, spoke out on behalf of the entire PvdA 
Amsterdam fraction against Black Pete and in favour of an inclusive Saint Nicholas celebration for 
everyone (Burke 2013). She did not receive much acclaim from her fellow party members in The Hague, 
with then party leader Diederik Samsom (2013) even saying that the discussion was for ‘people with 
“too much time on their hands”. Although the PvdA under current leader Lodewijk Asscher is more 
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favourable towards the anti-Black Pete protesters, the PvdA, as is also clear in Vermue’s speech on the 
topic, still does not dare to show its true colours like some of the other leftist parties.  
 The VVD’s response to the issue has been more or less the same over the years. The VVD has 
nothing in their manifestoes on Black Pete but state that they are against discrimination and wanted to 
defend people whenever their (feeling of) safety was compromised (VVD 2012; VVD 2017). In the 
Second Chamber debate, prime minister Mark Rutte stated that the Saint Nicholas celebrations defined 
the Netherlands. He criticized the violent threats from both sides, the (mostly online) name callings, and 
the tense sphere at public Saint Nicholas festivities. Rutte too emphasized that, after all, Saint Nicholas 
is a children’s’ fest and grownups should behave. Yet, he stated in a Second Chamber debate regarding 
this proposal that the VVD would not back it because the government should not codify the traditions 
of a folk fest (Kamerdebat February 16th 2017).   
 PVV’s Bosma attacked the VVD during the debate that, despite of the rhetoric of Saint Nicholas 
being a typical Dutch tradition, they secretly want to destroy Black Pete (no concrete examples given). 
He concluded with an appeal to the acknowledgement of tradition that Rutte made to join the PVV’s 
fight against the anti-Black Pete factions in the country (Kamerdebat February 16th 2017). Although the 
PVV attacked the VVD for not being enough pro, the other parties condemned the VVD for implicitly 
defending the (sometimes violent) pro-Black Pete demonstrators. Other incidents, most notable the 
comments of Rutte during the nuclear summit and of former fraction leader Halbe Zijlstra who called 
the abolition of Black Pete on tv shows “stupid” and “(…) murder of Saint Nicholas celebrations” 
followed the traditionalist and (far) right wing discourse surrounding Black Pete (Zijlstra 2016). Yet, 
Rutte is also critical of the anti-Black Pete movement, stating that they too, like the PVV, want to 
influence the way Black Pete looks by governmental interference. In the last part of his speech he argued 
the political parties should take a step back in the discussion and hand it back to the people. Only the 
people should decide how Black Pete should look and with government interference, the Saint Nicholas 
celebration that is so dear to the VVD would be destroyed entirely (Kamerdebat February 16th 2017).  
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6. Discussion. 
The two law initiatives above have clear links to cultural nationalism. The Burqa Ban’s significance lies 
mostly in the identity and future aspects of cultural nationalism. The link to the Dutch identity was 
present in almost every debate and statement on the ban (Berger et al. 2013). Most fierce was, logically, 
the PVV fraction, calling the burqa a symbol of oppression. The burqa was associated premodern times, 
the oppression of  women, contrary to traditional Dutch values like individual freedom, secularism and 
democratic legal order (Wilders & Fritsma, 2006-2007, Kamerstuk 31108). The link to future is Wilders’ 
campaign to ‘de-Islamize’ the Netherlands, with the burqa being an important symbol of a broader fight 
against Islam and migrant communities ‘unwilling to integrate’ in Dutch society. PVV targeted this 
symbol of Islam to be removed from the streets and public places (Wilders 2013). 
Besides these cultural issues, the PVV addressed the safety issue of fully veiled persons in the 
public space. Burqa’s were supposed to be a threat to the public feelings of safety. The PVV referenced 
to the 2005 attacks in London, were Muslims wearing burqa’s blew up public busses and Sarajevo were 
men dressed in niqabs robbed a bank (Wilders & Fritsma, 2006-2007, Kamerstuk 31108). Although 
only a very small minority of Dutch Muslims wears a burqa or niqab, the law was clearly proposed in a 
broader fight against Islamic outings in Dutch society (Van Dam 2019).  
 While the Black Pete law initiative in itself had very little chance of success, it is symbolic for 
the division in both society and politics (Van der Pijl & Goulordava 2014). The significance of this 
failed Black Pete proposal in terms of cultural nationalism in politics lies in all three aspects set out in 
the Theory section. Firstly, as PVV member of parliament Harm Beertema also mentioned in the Black 
Pete debate in the Second Chamber:  
“The attack on the Saint Nicholas festival is so far the most successful attack in the war on 
 Dutch traditions. This is about the preservation of our culture. (…) We should cherish our 
 traditions, be proud of them, and pass them on to future generations. Our culture needs 
 maintenance. We must take care of her, because we want to be who we are and we want to 
 stay who we are.”  (Kamerdebat February 16th 2017, p. 5463, translated). 
The link to the three aspect of cultural nationalism as lined out in the theoretical framework, history, 
identity, and future, are all clearly mentioned here. According to the PVV fraction Black Pete is a symbol 
in the war on Dutch culture and should be protected to protect the identity of the Dutch nation. By 
‘maintaining our culture’ by protecting it against ‘attacks’ the future of Dutch culture can be preserved. 
The ‘story’ and appearance of Black Pete are clear examples of invented traditions. Black Pete in 
colourful clothes with caricatural black face and red lips as Saint Nicholas helper are nineteenth century 
inventions for a folk fest (Coenders & Chauvin 2017).    
How did this shift take form for both parties when directly confronted with cultural nationalist 
proposals? While parties show their best and their most utopian way of society in their manifestoes, 
political reality often forces them to act differently to current issues (Schwarzbözl et al. 2019). On the 
bases of two law initiatives with strong cultural nationalist links, that have played major roles in both 
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Dutch society and politics these reactions can be clarified. The issues themselves were linked in all three 
aspects of cultural nationalism: history, identity, and future. I will discuss the implications of the data 
above for the parties in the following paragraphs.   
 With the debate on the Burqa Ban, the initial proposal by Wilders and Fritsma was rejected due 
to its legal unfeasibility and discriminatory impact. The idea however was supported more and more in 
society, so that in 2012 under a VVD – PvdA coalition it had to be incorporated in the coalition 
agreement, under PvdA minister Plasterk. Although this ban incorporated all face covers, it was clear 
that banning the burqa and niqab was the main purpose. There are several reasons for the PvdA 
indecisive attitude that link to cultural nationalism. The PvdA, historically a staunch defender of the 
multicultural society, could not alienate large parts of their electorate. Yet, as a governing party they 
would be held responsible and they could not ignore the stronger growing voice of large segments of 
society against the burqa (Kieskamp 2019).  
The ban had split the party ever since the first proposal in 2007 (Kieskamp 2019). Most 
remarkable was the stand it took against a total ban prior to the 2012 election (PvdA, 2012, p. 32).  With 
a part of the party behind the freedom of religion and the freedom for people to have their own choice 
and the largest part of the PvdA (perforce) behind the ban. This disagreement within the party was 
represented in an incident in 2019, where a member of the PvdA Amsterdam city council wore a 
coloured burqa on the Pride Parade to show his support to both Muslims and the LGBTQ community. 
The action was sharply criticized and condemned by both local and national PvdA factions with even 
party leader Lodewijk Asscher calling it “bizarre” and “out of place” (Quekel 2019).  
Illustrative for the critique the PvdA received was a quote by Groep Kuzu/Oztürk, the forerunner 
of DENK, a party formed by dissatisfied split PvdA members of Turkish descent Tuhanan Kuzu and 
Selcuk Oztürk representing mostly North-African and Turkish voters. They stated in the plenary debate 
on the Burqa Ban [translated]: “(…) And now the PvdA is also moving a little bit towards Geert Wilders. 
A little piece? Quite a step!” (Kamerdebat November 23th 2016). Being called weak and indecisive 
from the right wing many times in debates and seen as deniers of their old ideology from the left, the 
PvdA suffered heavily at the most recent elections (2017) (Kieskamp 2019).  
Similar critiques surfaced in the discussion regarding Black Pete. The reaction of the PvdA is 
implicit or even non-comitant, as other parties with leftist cultural views definitively spoke out against 
Black Pete and its racist connotations. This is remarkable because the PvdA was historically a party that 
staunchly defended multiculturalism and had a large multicultural electorate (Van Reekum & 
Duyvendak 2012). GroenLinks member of parliament Voortman pointed out the history of Black Pete, 
anchored in colonialism and slavery (Kamerdebat February 16th 2017). DENK member of parliament 
Selcuk Oztürk called Black Pete racist, and mocked Bosma and Beertema for being “Geert [Wilders]’s 
loyal helpers” (a reference to Black Pete being the loyal helper of Saint Nicholas) (Kamerdebat February 
16th 2017). While these reactions of, arguably, culturally more leftist parties do not symbolize the move 
to the right by the PvdA enough on its own, two other factors contribute as well.  
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Besides speaking out in this debate (that was just prior to the 2017 elections), both GroenLinks 
and DENK, electoral competitors on the left, had incorporated anti-Black Pete articles in their election 
manifestoes (Butter 2017). The PvdA only had a short notification on their website after the elections. 
Also, popular statements like “Saint Nicholas is a children’s feast that should not be disturbed by racism 
or polarization” are being criticized by anti-Black Pete activists as an implicit defence of Black Pete and 
a cowardly reaction to problems like racism and discrimination (Smith 2014). Thirdly, with their 
manifestoes both clearly speaking out against racism and discrimination they do not uphold this 
statement clearly in case of Black Pete, who is still popular with major groups in Dutch society 
(Wagenaar & Rodenberg 2018; Kras 2019). Where other leftist parties GroenLinks and DENK  took 
definitive stances against nationalism and the racist caricature of Black Pete the PvdA did not do that. 
Even when a women of colour from the large and influential Amsterdam PvdA city council spoke out 
against Black Pete she got no acclaim from the national party top (Wagenaar & Rodenberg 2018).   
The VVD was an early proponent of a ban on face covers, with their former member Henk 
Kamp drafting an initiative in 2008 already. Critics, most notably Wilders himself, called it a pale 
shadow of his own PVV rhetoric (Meerhof 2008).  It is remarkable that in both the debate on the Burqa 
Ban and in their election manifesto of 2012 they only sparsely referred to cultural nationalist expressions 
like traditional Dutch culture, as they mostly focussed on the ‘open’ appearance persons should have 
and the safety aspect of face covers. In the Second Chamber debate Azmani’s examples on possible 
security situation he mostly tried to talk around the ‘obvious’ burqa situations. It is interesting that when 
they had a clear opportunity to appeal to more right wing voters they let the opportunity go by. This can 
have several reasons, for example not straying away too far from coalition partner PvdA or their own 
followers that are critical of the PVV, but that is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
It is even more remarkable given the fact that in the debate around an other cultural nationalist 
proposal, the Black Pete law, they took a strong position pro-Black Pete. From stating that Black Pete 
was “simply black” to constantly referring to all the good parts of the Dutch tradition (Rutte 2013). Party 
leader Halbe Zijlstra (2016) added to this that the “Saint Nicholas celebrations were murdered”. PVV 
was their main electoral concurrent on the right, being especially close during the 2010-2017 polls 
(Anonymous [allepeilingen.com] 2019).  Therefore the VVD could not deviate too much on cultural 
issues as it brought the PVV much attention and electoral success. Even when violence was used against 
anti-Pete demonstrators, the VVD, notably in person of prime minister Rutte, also condemned the anti-
Pete group(s) and only half-heartedly put forward solution to the riots and rioters. Rutte proposed to 
have their demonstrations far away from the celebrations and even an overall ban for both parties 
(Kamerdebat, February 16th 2017; Kamerdebat, November 20th 2018).  
As the debate is still going while writing this thesis, many incidents occur each year in the Saint 
Nicholas period. When being asked about heavy riots at pro- and anti-Black Pete in November 2018 
Rutte stated that the Netherlands was and is a free democracy with the right to protest. Both current 
coalition partner (D66) and opposition (DENK, GroenLinks, SP) attacked him and his party on the half-
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hearted solutions they proposed. While pro-demonstrators made Hitler salutes, racially abused people 
of colour, taunted white demonstrators as ‘traitors to their country’, threw eggs and bottles, and hunted 
down anti-Black Pete demonstrators, the VVD in persons of Rutte and fraction leader Klaas Dijkhoff 
came up with an overall ban on demonstrations and the promise to prosecute the demonstrators that 
crossed the line (Kamerdebat, November 20th 2018).  Comparisons were drawn to American president 
Donald Trump and his reaction to the Neo-Nazi Charlottesville protests and even to the violation of civil 
rights like freedom of speech and freedom of demonstration with a possible overall ban on 
demonstration like totalitarian states do (Markus 2018). 
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7. Conclusion. 
I questioned the influence of cultural nationalism on centre parties on both sides of the political 
spectrum, PvdA and VVD, in the case of the Netherlands. In the discourse of the parties, Adams et al.’s 
(2004) findings of the shift under pressure of the public opinion seems to be coming for forward in the 
Netherlands as well. As a country that has always stood for, or even prided itself in being, anti-nationalist 
and open to the world, cultural nationalist discourse in the Netherlands is not just for a small far right 
wing niche. With the emergence of Pim Fortuyn in the early 2000’s and especially the founding of the 
PVV in 2005, cultural nationalism could anchor itself in the highest echelon of Dutch politics, the 
Second Chamber. With the electoral success of the PVV and the recent founding of Thierry Baudet’s 
Forum voor Democratie (FvD) the role of cultural nationalism on the far right wing is growing in the 
Netherlands.  
The cultural nationalism in this thesis is based on three pillars: history, identity, and future. 
History is formed by invented traditions. Identity is formed by Smith’s (1991) idea of national identity 
which is formed by three aspects: a shared political community, a patria, a community of laws and 
institutions with a single will and purpose, and shared common culture, values, and aspirations. Future 
is the conservative preservation and protection of culture and identity for the nation. The nation’s 
traditions, culture, and identity  are under constant foreign threat of groups wanting to destroy it 
(Hutchinson 2016).  
Limitations obviously lie in the scale of the project, where an analyses of many more PVV 
motions and proposals and possibly in a while the proposed initiative law Wet Bescherming Nederlandse 
Waarden (Law to Protect Dutch Values) could add greatly to the complete overview. Also, this work 
cannot be generalized to other Dutch centre parties (for example the Christen Union, D66 of CDA), for 
I have not looked at their stances in these debates. The same applies to cultural nationalist influence on 
centre parties elsewhere in Europe. Last, in thesis I did not look at the societal influence on public 
opinion. The shift towards cultural nationalism can also be approached from societal point of view, for 
example through social media, opinion pieces, talk shows etc., instead of the political party point of 
view. Future research could focus on newcomer FvD, a party that presents itself as defenders of Dutch 
culture. Also, a more quantitative study to cultural nationalist influence on parties across (Western-
)Europe could add to the generalizable picture of cultural nationalism in European politics.  
Cultural nationalism in politics, all across Western-Europe, is linked to nativism, traditionalism 
and social conservatism, xenophobia, EU scepticism, and national sovereignty. While these views are 
certainly present in the Dutch cultural nationalism, tolerance, equality, and freedom (of speech) are 
incorporated in its discourse as typical Dutch values. Dutch parties formerly not associated with cultural 
nationalism to appeal voters, now threatened by electoral success of parties using strong cultural 
nationalist discourse, started using it themselves. As cultural nationalism in the discourse of far right 
wing parties is heavily present and influential, other parties follow their movement.  
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In case of the Burqa Ban, both parties yielded to public opinion agitated by the 2007 PVV 
proposal. Remarkably, the VVD mainly expressing public safety concerns and only briefly Dutch values 
of individual freedom and equality while PvdA got critiqued by other leftist parties for denying their 
own social democratic, inclusive legacy. In case of Black Pete PvdA and VVD only referred to good 
parts or hid behind the argument that people should not spoil a children’s feast. Neither of them even 
spoke out against Black Pete when it came down to it, with the VVD even defending violent pro-Black 
Pete protesters, because it is still a popular character with parts of the Dutch people. This work adds two 
concrete examples in which two centre parties, formerly not associated with cultural nationalism, go 
along with the swing to cultural nationalism in their discourse.  
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